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Event Planning With A Group

It's party time! You and a group of friends or associates have decided to ban together to host an

event. You gather together for an event planning brainstorming session and you can't decide on

anything. Every person involved wants different things. Instead of planning the perfect party,

you've spent hours debating something as simple as the design of the invitation.

One of the positive benefits of event planning with a group of people is that each person can

take on a role. One person can be responsible for invitations, while another tends to the menu

and a third handles the decorations. The burden of the event planning is divided into sections

and each person can place their full attention on one aspect instead of one person become

flustered while trying to remember every aspect.

There are drawbacks though when you have many voices all involved in the event planning

process. Differences in opinion might create some conflicts and what one person suggests,

another might discount.

There are ways to handle the many varying opinions and still create a memorable event. One

way is to decide on a voting method. If there are several people involved, you can agree at the

beginning of the event planning process that majority wins. This can resolve any disagreements

in a fair and reasonable way. When everyone has had their vote, the most votes win and the

decision is final.

Another really effective approach is to discuss everyone's strengths before the event planning

discussions ever get underway. If one person enjoys menu planning, this area could be left up

to them, if another is very creative, decorations might be their area of expertise. Utilizing

people's individual likes and strengths can help guarantee not only a smooth event planning

process but a highly successful event as well.
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Event Planning With A Child

Parents love including their children in decisions, especially decisions that directly affect them.

Sometimes it can be asking the children what they'd like for dinner or what book they'd like to

have read to them before bed. Children love expressing their opinion and feeling as though it's

valued.

Another area that children love having input in is the planning of their birthday parties. Even

children as young as two or three-years-old can contribute to the event planning process.

One of the favored things at every birthday party is the birthday cake. It's the star attraction and

during the event planning of the party, the cake is an important aspect. A parent may choose a

cake in the shape of their child's favorite cartoon character or super hero or they may elect to

get a plain cake but decorate it themselves with small toys that the child can keep beyond the

life of the cake. It's fun for a child though to be included in the cake picking part of the event

planning. Ask your child what kind of cake they would like including flavor and design. They'll

feel extra special for having chosen their birthday cake themselves. If you prefer a homemade

cake, have the child take part in the baking and decorating of it. Again they will feel

accomplished and proud for having taken part.

A fun part of children's birthday parties is the treat bag that children generally take home from

the party with them. These are often filled with small candies, perhaps a brightly colored pencil

and maybe even a small toy. Including your child in this part of the event planning is fun for

them as well. They can choose the goodies at the store and be responsible for filling the bags

for their guests. Including them helps build their self-confidence and also makes them feel as

though they've directly contributed in the success of their party.
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Event Planning And Family Reunions

One of the best things to do on a warm and sunny summer afternoon is to pack up your family

and head to a park where you'll find dozens and dozens of relatives you haven't seen in

decades. This is the premise of a family reunion; a chance for people who have drifted apart to

reconnect with good food and even better company.

Planning a family reunion can be one of the most intensive types of event planning there is. It

involves not only contacting dozens of people but finding those people. If you are fortunate

you've been in close contact with much of your family and it's simply a matter of either sending

out invitations or telephoning them and arranging a pot luck dinner in a park. However, it isn't

always this easy.

If you are taking on the responsibility for event planning your family reunion there are a few

things you can do to make the job easier:

" Locate the most recent family tree. This will prove invaluable in the event planning because it

will give you a rough idea of the number of attendees as well as supply you with their names

and sometimes cities of residence, which makes for easier contact.

" Branch out. Just as a family tree has branches, so should your event planning tactics. Ask a

family member to contact one half of the family tree while you handle the other. This will cut the

time in half.

" If someone asks what they can bring don't say "nothing." People love contributing and even if

it's just a basket of chicken or a watermelon it will help. Take people up on their offers to help, it

will make the day much more enjoyable for you.

Family reunions can be a great success and a wonderful way to catch up with the people

closest to you. With the proper event planning it can quickly become an annual event.
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Event Planning A High School Reunion

High school - the words bring back memories of gym lockers and strict teachers. Ten or twenty

years later those memories may have faded a bit, but the fondness for the people you spent

time with is still very much there.

High school reunions are a fun way to reminisce about the days gone by when your hair was a

bit longer and your stomach much toner. When you attend a high school reunion your focus is

on your old classmates and how much they've changed and what they are doing now. It's easy

to overlook how much time and energy went into the event planning for the occasion.

Usually when the years pass by and it's nearing the ten or fifteen year mark after graduation, a

group of former students will take on the task of event planning for a reunion. They will gather

together as much information as they can, based on the names in yearbooks and the people

they are still close to, and they'll share the information of the pending reunion, hoping that it will

fan out and most former classmates will get word. They may also consider placing small ads in

local papers to catch the eyes of the people they once went to school with.

That's only the beginning of the event planning process though and there are still many details

to tend to. One of those is finding a venue to host the event, choosing a caterer and possibly

even preparing a program that involves speeches and awards similar to those given away at

graduation.

With proper event planning a high school reunion can be an evening filled with old memories

and new information. It's always nice to look back and it's even more enriching to see how far

you've come and to look ahead.
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Event Planning As A Career

Some people love planning parties. They get excited weeks in advance, tending to every small

detail and when the day of the function finally arrives, they make it appear as if it came together

with a snap of the fingers.

These are the type of people who make perfect event planning professionals. They naturally

enjoy every aspect of planning and throwing a perfect event.

There are event planning professionals in every major city. For a fee they will take your idea for

a party or gathering and bring it to fruition. All without any worry or stress on your part. All you

do is explain the outline of the event, what you hope to accomplish, your specific preferences

and you write them a check. After that your job is done until the day of the event arrives and you

attend as the host who appears completely organized.

If you've planned major events with success such as your own wedding, the wedding of a friend,

a family or high school reunion or even a child's birthday party, than you might be a professional

event planner in waiting.

For the people who do this for a living, it comes naturally to them. They revel in the details, and

in the excitement of pulling it all together into an impressive event.

If you think you might have event planning blood running through your veins it's worth pursuing;

especially if it's something that you truly enjoy. You can talk to some local party planners in your

area and get a better sense of what the job involves and if you have the credentials to get

started. A background in either catering, sales or marketing would be a great foundation to start

from, since the event planning business utilizes all three.
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5 Pitfalls To Avoid When Planning Your Next Event

Event planning can be difficult. You have to consider the major decisions and every little detail.

In event planning, every problem contains its own solution - a lesson you can apply when

planning the next event. Here are some common pitfalls to avoid during your event planning

efforts:

1. Don't Sweat the Small Stuff - Keep your Head above Water

Getting too deeply involved in minute details can completely derail your event planning process.

The bigger the event, the more vulnerable you are to getting overwhelmed with tiny details,

wasting valuable time you should have invested in the major planning issues. During the event

planning process, focus on the theme and colors, not the individual decorations. Sketch out the

menu rather than planning each dish. Develop a general budget without creating a line item for

every supply. Develop a schedule with milestones (caterer contract signed, facility rented,

invitations sent, etc.). Don't plan the timing of every activity necessary or you'll spend all your

time on your schedule! Consider bringing on someone to help you manage the process - a

volunteer from your organization, a friend or family member, or a temporary worker.

Remember that you can't operate effectively if you are under severe stress. Having an

emotional breakdown can ruin your event. An important aspect to event planning is keeping

your cool. Keep your priorities in order. Use others to fetch, fix, and decorate. You're the

planning guru. You're responsible for the smooth, successful accomplishment of major

decisions, not the table decorations.

2. Invest Time in Planning the Food and Bar - Keep your Guests Happy

Big events, unless they're staffed by a big group of volunteers, should be catered. Catering

includes both the food and the bar. When you select your caterer, be sure to have a detailed

written contract that specifically identifies the menu, the bar setup, itemized costs, a clear

schedule, and specific performance standards that could influence the amount you finally pay. If

the caterer lets you down, you shouldn't be obligated to pay the amount you agreed to in the

contract.
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Remember that the caterer will be "invisible" to your guests. If the menu isn't delicious, the

setting isn't attractive and appetizing, and the bar doesn't function well, it will reflect on you, not

the caterer. If you're planning an event for charity or fund-raising, these things may be critical to

success. Be sure your caterer is responsible and that you've checked out their

recommendations before signing the contract. Your reputation depends on it.

3. Don't Rely on a Handshake - Get it in Writing

Almost every aspect of event planning should be documented in a contract. No matter what it is

- Whether the tablecloths and napkins, the entertainment, the clean-up, the facility, or seating -

make sure you have a written agreement with your provider that clearly identifies what you're

paying for, what you expect from them, and the precise time they will provide their goods or

services. This documents your providers' commitments to you and gives you a clear base from

which to assess their performance.

Settling for a friendly handshake will set up you for disappointment and added expense. Without

a written agreement, you may that your provider has overbooked his service or changed his

price on you at the last minute. You can avoid this crisis by having written, formal contracts that

cover your needs. If the worst should happen, a contract also gives you a strong argument in

court proceedings over payments (or lack thereof).

4. Don't Go Bankrupt - Successful Event Planning Involves a Budget

Be sure that you have a clear budget for your event. If you're doing it for hire or for an employer,

they'll give you a number to use as your planning base. Of course, they'll respect you if you

save some money. If you're depending on donations or paying for the event out of your own

pocket, you should have in mind a minimum and maximum amount that you're able to spend.

Do enough research to have a realistic idea of what different event planning elements will cost

(caterer, entertainment, facility rent, decorations, etc.). Some of these costs will be more flexible

than others. You may not be able to do much about the price of the facility, but you can make

menu choices that will influence the cost of catering. And you have a lot of room to negotiate for

affordable entertainment - anywhere from an orchestra to a one-man band. Decide which parts

of your budget are most important and fund those first. Try to buy decorations and other
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supplies from a discount outlet or in bulk. Do your homework during event planning, and you're

more likely to get the most out of your money.

5. Don't Get Over-stressed OR Over-Relaxed

In successful event planning, much work is done far in advance. This helps reduce the

organizer's stress level. It also assures that the best goods and services are available at a

reasonable cost. But sometimes, when things are going great well in advance of the event, it's a

temptation to sit back and take it easy for a while. But take care - just the time you think it's safe

to sit down, the roof falls in. Keep up on event planning progress by checking in on others,

offering to help resolve problems, or making a few important phone calls during those "down

times" when things seem really quiet. Don't let things slide until tomorrow, or they may become

much bigger problems that demand more time or money to fix than if you had been there to cut

it off at the pass.

If you're event planning is thorough, and your schedule and budget are well thought-out, you

should have some planned times for relaxation. Use them as scheduled, not as they seem to

come. Otherwise, you may find yourself in a crisis with limited resources and few options. The

time to slow down and relax is usually the day of the event. Everything's set up and in gear.

You've done your job, and the event is coming off without a hitch. You can afford to relax and

enjoy the event because you were on top of things in the earlier event planning stages.
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6 Factors To Look Out For When Planning The Event Itinerary

Event planning is successful when guests know what to expect and then get it. You may have

lined up the best caterer, the most exquisite decor, and the finest facility. But if people don't

know when to sit down for dinner or when to plan a bathroom break, your event will lose some

of its glimmer. For organized events involving speakers or specific activities, it's important that

event program planning take into account time available, time required, and the inevitable last-

minute changes. When you develop the program for your event, consider these details:

1. Who's on First?

Before you write down your event program, the agenda, make a list of every activity you want to

occur. Then order everything in a way that is natural and makes sense. For example, instead of

scheduling a speaker immediately after the meal, schedule something active that will keep your

guests from getting drowsy. Better they dance or do the limbo than they take a nap during an

important talk. Don't plan a speaker during the first part of the dinner. If you do, your speaker

will have to shout to be heard about the squeaking of chairs and rattle of silverware, not to

mention that get-to-know-you chatter you hope to encourage over your catered meal. Don't

overwhelm your guests by presenting several speakers or presentations back-to-back. They'll

get restless and stop paying attention, both insulting the last speaker in line and losing the

impact of his or her presentation. Schedule highly social activities at the beginning and end of

your event program. Give people a chance to see who's there at first and to say their hellos.

Then let them relax and have a good time before the go home so that they take a great memory

with them.

2. Timing is Everything

Once you've established a logical, smooth order to event program activities, make sure event

planning includes practical timing. You have an allotted amount of time to accomplish

everything, and you don't want your event to move like a freight train. Neither do you want it to

progress along in fits and starts. If there's no time for relaxation or bathroom breaks, your guests

will not be happy. And they'll be overwhelmed if you try to keep them engaged every minute.
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There's a fine art to scheduling - planning too much or too little time for each activity will leave

your guests irritated, bored, or gone.

Including times on your program will give your help your guests anticipate their own choices -

when to fill their plate or find their seat, when to take that smoke or bathroom break, when to

corner Harry for a special favor or question. It will also help you keep things moving according to

plan by giving you check points. A printed program with scheduled times keeps everyone on the

same page as the event program unfolds.

3. Don't Overbook your Program

Everything you plan to do doesn't have to be included on the printed program. Keeping a

special "surprise" speaker or entertainer on board will allow you to fill extra time if it should

come up. Your program doesn't have to be so detailed that you have no flexibility to change

things that need to be changed to keep the momentum going. Make sure you include the major

activities (the meal, specific ceremonies, keynote speakers, social activities social mixing time

or dancing) on your printed program, but don't include every break or announcement. Your

program should be structured enough to keep things organized and flowing, but it should be

open enough to meet unanticipated needs.

4. Be Prepared for Featured Guests to Go Over their Allotted Time

You may have scheduled 10-15 minutes for each speaker or presentation, but it's human nature

to ramble. What if someone takes 5 minutes over their time budget? What if EVERYONE goes

over? Or what if it takes longer than anticipated to set up a presentation or a stage? Keep in

mind when setting your schedule that even the best plans go astray. Allow slightly more for

specific activities than you think they will take. And build in some breaks so that speakers can

get their breath or guests can take care of personal needs. If you find you don't need the extra

time, keep a "surprise" guests or activity in your back pocket. It'll add some spontaneity to your

event and make it less predictable. Your guests will be happy to be "honored" with a special

appearance or activity.
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5. Be Willing to Cut the Fat or Add Some Sparkle

Be flexible. Nothing will go exactly as planned. event program planning requires give and take

on the scheduled program. Perhaps one of your speakers gets lost in traffic or gets sick. Maybe

your entertainment can't find a place to park. Be willing to switch speakers and activities where it

makes sense to keep the event moving along. Have something extra planned to substitute or

add to your program if needed. One great way to accommodate unplanned timing jams is to

have an emcee that can fill empty time with jokes and entertaining stories if necessary. The

emcee can also drop some planned remarks to accommodate over-times. Be flexible, and don't

get stressed when things don't go exactly as you planned them. Maintain your poise and grace,

and no one will even know there's been a hitch in your event program planning get-along.

6. Always Have Someone Else Review your Program

Your program documents the event. Avoid misspelling someone's name, and be sure there are

no typos on your program. Your program should be attractive and professional. If you developed

it, you're likely to miss some errors. Run off a trial copy and ask friends, co-workers, or fellow

event planners to review it for you. Very important: double-check the spelling of names. No

need to insult a speaker or guest with a casual error like that. When you are comfortable with

your program, get it to the printer well in advance of the event. Creating unnecessary panic by

waiting too long to have your program printed is an easily-avoided problem.

Event programs can be as simple as a list of activities or as complicated as a formal schedule.

In event program planning, the nature and purpose of the event will suggest the type of program

you need. The more guests attending, the more structured your program should be. If you have

celebrities or community big-shots, you should include their names in the program.

Most important, use your program as a guide while you're overseeing the event. Don't throw

your planning away by playing it by ear during the event. Set a reasonable, well-timed schedule

that makes sense and provides for both stimulation and relaxation. Be both flexible and

disciplined as your event program unfolds. Be prepared to make last-minute changes, but don't

turn over the program "apple-cart" by making dramatic changes. Give your guests enough

information to know what to expect, and then give them what they expect. Using an event

program will be an invaluable tool in making your event a rousing success.
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7 Key Reasons Why Events Marketing Should Be Part Of

Your Marketing Strategy

Any successful marketing strategy should include events. Marketing is largely a social tool that

organizations use to improve their image, to attract clients, or to raise money or sell products.

Humans are social animals, and we tend to respond better to in-person contact than to

television or radio advertising. And when it comes to telemarketers ... well. Here are some

important reasons you should include events in your marketing strategy:

1. Events Increase your Business Network

When you host make an event part of your marketing strategy, you build your network by

making new contacts who are interested in your product or service. They may have come to get

the free booze or food, but while they're with you, they learn about you. Events will leave a good

impression in the minds of those who attend them, and they're likely to talk about you and your

event to others. Even if they don't buy your product or sign at the dotted like, you can never

predict the positive impacts of broadening your social base on the success of your marketing

strategy.

2. Events Help you Give Back

Sharing your success with your community is an excellent way to improve your image and

create new friends for your business, a primary goal of any successful marketing strategy. You

let people know that the community is important to you, that you respect them, and that you

want to repay their kindness and loyalty. Hosting a community event will create social capital for

you and your business or organization.

3. Events Help you Scope Out your Competition

Marketing events give you the opportunity to learn about who your competitors are and what

they're doing. Inviting competitors is a great way to get a sense of what they're about - their

goals, their products, and their strengths and weaknesses. You may also get information on
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what their plans are, helping you formulate and refine your own marketing strategy. You'll

increase your stature within your sector and create allies among your competition.

4. Events are THE Time to Make Announcements or Introduce New Products

Critical to a good marketing strategy, especially if your organization is undertaking a new project

or releasing a new product, events are the perfect venue for getting attention. If you want press

attention, reporters are more likely to respond when you invite them to an event where they may

also network and get free food. You'll get more public exposure from them. Because you'll have

face-to-face interaction, you'll have a chance to test the response to your announcement or

product - to get a sense of how it will be received in the market. Having this preview under your

belt, you can make better marketing strategy decisions about whether, when, and how to

release your new product.

5. Events Mean Exposure

Your company or organization will always benefit from having your name in the papers and in

the minds of your community and clients. Events are an excellent type of "reminder advertising,"

where you keep your name out front. Even when you're not making an important announcement

or releasing a new product, using events as part of your long-term marketing strategy will

reward your organization with continued exposure and interest. It will also help maintain

business relationships with competitors, providers, customers, and the community in general.

6. Events Enhance your Image

Even when times are tough and budgets are tight, hosting events will give you the appearance

of success. People are more likely to do business with stable, established organizations. Even

moderate events remind your competitors that you're a force to be reckoned with. They'll

assume that if you can afford to put on an event, you're making a healthy profit and maintaining

a strong, productive organization. When planning your marketing strategy and building its

budget, don't cut events first. Remember that the investment in events as a key part of your

marketing strategy pays off handsomely at the end of the day.
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